The work is devoted to the logical analysis of the problem solving by logical means.
The main topic when considering formalization is a choice of a logic. The classical logic is usually the best one for a draft formalization. The given problem and peculiarities of the draft formalization could sometimes advise us to use some other logic.
If axioms of the classical formalization have some restricted form this is often the advice to use temporal, modal or multi-valued logic. More precisely, if all binary predicates occur only in premises of implications then it is possible sometimes to replace a predicate classical formalization by a propositional modal or temporal in the appropriate logic. If all predicates are unary and some of them occur only in premises then the classical logic maybe can replaced by a more adequate multi-valued. This idea is inspired by using Rosser-Turkette operator Ji in the book [22] . If we are interested not in a bare proof but in construction it gives us it is often to transfer to an appropriate constructive logic. Its choice is directed by our main resource (time, real values, money or any other imaginable resource) and by other restrictions. Logics of different by their nature resources are mutually inconsistent (e.g. nilpotent logics of time and linear logics of money).
Introduction
There is a long and hard way to reach relatively full and systematic description of problem solving by logic. But miles begins with one step.
This work is the first in series of two devoted to holistic analysis of problem solving by formal logical methods. We don't separate purely logical parts from informal ones. Aspects are stressed which are usually relatively weakly investigated: the choice of a logic during formalization; the correspondence between draft and working formalisms. This paper is mainly methodological. Its results are the first steps to systematization and comprehension knowledge on problem solving process from the point of view of current situation in formal logic: a lot of heterogenous formalisms.
Applied logic
The applied logic [49] is a branch of the logic. It positions itself and the whole Logic Science as a bridge between mathematics, computer science, humanities and practice. Its main goals are the following:
1. to state ties and mutual understanding between logics and other domains of science and practice; 2. to comprehend methodological and logical aspects of other domains and adaptation them into logics;
3. to borrow and to adopt useful methods of other domains into logics;
4. to grasp existing and possible practical and applied potentials of theoretical logics;
5. to criticize practitioners from the high level logical point of view and logicians form the high level practical point of view.
Let us unfold each point. 1. Establishing ties. Languages and reasoning manners of modern logic and of majority other scientific and practical domains are very different in their paradigms. It is a fine theoretical and important practical task to connect together dissimilar paradigms. Usually it demands to reformulate some key notions in a more abstract manner.
Example 1. Let us now consider the problem of infinitesimals and infinite large values in the calculus. These notions are declared ill by mathematicians at the middle of XIX age. Though physicists and practitioners continued to use them fruitfully.
These phenomena had been re-substantiated by A. Robison (1961, [55] revised edition). He used high level paradigm of model theory discarding all concrete data types. Robinson's discovery leads to fundamental methodological consequences (this appears often when the level of notions is upgraded). His student Luxemburg [34, 35] proved that the statement "Logically impossible that infinite can be a part of finite" is false, which leads to the alternative set theory [66] . Russian translation of this book contains a fine methodological preface made by Belyakin [6] .
Example 2. It is very hard to rise the level of notions correctly. This can be shown on example of ill formed set theory ZF. It have arised as a reaction of pure mathematicians on "restriction of their freedom of speech" by the type theory of B. Russel [67] . Principia provides a correct method to avoid paradoxes in the set theory: to write down types of all data and not to mix them arbitrarily. Computing forces many mathematicians to do this but initially they attempted to preserve usual inaccuracy when upgrading level of notions. High levels are very severe for consistency and justifying. And they avenged. A contradiction in ZF with the strongly inaccessible cardinal had been found by two completely different ways (Belyakin, Kiselev [7, 24, 25] ). Hence it is impossible to speak about truth of set-theoretic statements in the natural model of ZF (which requires that cardinal). ZF is almost inconsistent and the bad guy is here not the axiom of choice but the axiom schema of replacement allowing one to mix arbitrary objects 1 .
2. Methodologies transfer. Methodology diverges from a method like a common idea from its concrete realization. The first successful transfer of useful methodology and paradigm into logic was Mill's invention of an inductive logic [38] . This is a very hard task as showed e.g. the transparent logic [63] . It is unsuccessful because it directly imported constructions of λ-calculus. Mathematics gives the methodology to the mathematical logic. As shown before, ML often forgets its second parent becoming simply a branch of pure mathematics.
3. Transferring methods. Logic started when methods of geometry were transferred to reasoning analysis. Aristoteles used letter notations for propositional variables. Definition of inference as "a discourse in which, certain 1 A reaction of the mathematical society on Belyakin and Kiselev results was predictable. First these results were blocked by reviewers (often with resolutions like: "Errors are not found but this result is disgusting", "It cannot be that the whole branch of science 50 years studied nonsence". After this fails full silence and disregarding. New works using large cardinals are published now. This situation is a consequence of the global corruption of science induced by the cult of success and forgetting the notion of honour.
things being laid down, something different from the posita happens from necessity through the things laid down". (Topics, book 1, ch. 1 [3] ) 2 .
Algebra was incomparable as a source of methods for a long time. Britain school of XIX age built strong foundations for logic [40, 11, 12] . Using algebraic methods together with set-theoretical is the source of original methodology of mathematical logic. Now computer science is a new source of ideas and methods.
4. Seeing possibilities. Here are lots of good examples. We mention the two most important ones from heroic for logic 30ths: undecidability (Gödel [19] ); applying boolean algebra to synthesis of electronic schemata (Shestakov [59, 60] ).
5.
Criticism. Why criticism but not justification? If we pose a goal to justify the given decision a scientist plays the role of a priest praying but not penetrating the essence 3 .
An excellent and striking example of tough criticism is given in Example 2. ZF which is almost standard in modern mathematic become very dubious. This example needs some extra methodological analysis.
There is a phenomenon of conceptual contradictions revealed in the theory of nonformalizable notions [41] . Theory is consistent by itself. But its slight and natural modifications make it inconsistent because some statements or notions interfere. An example are here axioms of powerset and of substitution in ZF). Logic can reveal conceptual contradictions. This is important for high types where "common sense" and "intuition" are misleading too often. Generally when the level of notions becomes higher then we have less "freedom" and more bad consequences of hidden conceptual contradictions. On the level of reflexes even direct contradiction can be often easily bypassed. 
Logical process

Formalization
There are four components of this process.
Problem Treatment Formalizing Deformalizing
Task Solution
?
If there is a description which is to be investigated then its logic would be changed only by very strong reasons. Thus here a tradition is a crucial argument. But in mathematics and computer science is well known that sometimes to change a representation for a formally isomorphic one is a big step to invention.
Goals and principles of description and construction are very different. Thus first coordinate to classify a logic is its place on the scale descriptive → constructive. A purely descriptive logic can express complex properties but it cannot give a realizable construction. A purely constructive one allows us to extract an effective construction realizable by our resource limits. A general case is a mixed one. For example the classical logic sometimes can give a construction and sometimes is purely descriptive.
Constructions and descriptions can take into account resources explicitly or implicitly. This characteristic also is not binary.
A logic can be first-order (e.g. classical esp. propositional). Another logic can demand in its natural semantics higher order essences (e.g. intuitionistic realizability for the propositional logic). This is another opposition. It is not exclusive also. E.g. the intuitionistic logic has formally first-order semantics of Kripke models.
And the last characteristic is whether exists a notion of a logical value and whether the set of values is fixed. There are no logical value for a formula in realizability and in possible worlds semantics. Maybe this characteristic is binary.
Let us consider from this point of view various logics to give some directions how to choose one.
Classical
The classical logic has the best formalization, transformations of sentences and proof search techniques. Those techniques are widely known. By these reasons the classical logic is usually chosen by tradition. The first draft of formalization is reasonably almost always made by the classical logic. But it is necessary to remember a law of programming: the first draft is made to be discarded completely later. This method is worth to be borrowed by logicians. There is one more strong reason why to use the classical logic first. It had been shown in theory of nonformalizable notions [41, 42] that in a system of such notions the best logic to formalize a given single state of their interrelations is classical one. And last but not least a form of a classical theory can advise a non-classical logic now describing a lot of states of (nonformalizable) notions or simply more effective in the particular case.
Limitations of the classical logic are the necessary consequences of its accomplishments.
The classical logic has maximally strong epistemological assumptions.
World is stable;
2. all notions are well defined and coarsed down to binary;
3. we know all (in principle): A ∨ ¬A.
Characteristics of the classical logic are: descriptivity in common case; constructivity in many particular cases; full ignoring of resource limits and demands on admissible tools; first order and possibility of natural extension to higher orders; minimality of logical values set; undecidability of predicate logic; NP-completeness of propositional one.
Modal and temporal
This class of logics now is an important practical tool (first of all in verification of program models [13, 54, 65] ). Say a typical formula in verification of a program model is [13] (1) AG(Req → AFAck).
AG means "in each point of each computation starting in this state", AF is "in a some point of each computation starting in this state". This formula can be read There is a moment of acknowledgement for each demand. This formula cannot be expressed in the classical first order logic and in standard modal logics. It showed that sometimes we can replace predicates and sometimes second order formulas by a propositional form in an adequate logic. And those propositional statements have a decision algorithm of acceptable complexity. A process of accurate design and choice of an applicable logic is described in [13] . Let us try to understand why here was a success.
When verification problems are formulated by the classical logic, binary and second order predicates are used in limited way: only in premises.
Conclusions contain only unary predicates describing demanded properties of program states. Thus there is a hypothesis. Modal or temporal logic can be successfully applied if classical formulas have some limited form.
The main characteristics of logics of these classes. Descriptivity (attempts to crossbreed modality and time with constructive logics lead to monsters); successful implicity when expressing conditions on models; good accommodation to conditions on multiworld structures and execution paths; full refusal from universality; full refusal from fixed set of logical values; possibility to express high order conditions in a propositional form.
Constructive
Constructive logics are needed when we find not only a bare proof but its realization by the given tools under the given limits of resources. So using them is forced by a problem and its context. Usually classical formalisms whether do not grant any construction or its extraction is too complex and the extracted construct is too clumsy and costly.
The most known constructive logic is intuitionistic one [26, 39, 53] . It is used in the system of demonstrative programming and proof checking AGDA [2]. Experiments (see e.g. [37] ) showed an extremely high complexity of programming and demands for computational resources for relatively simple tasks. Thus the "universal" method again fails in praxis. A source of complexities is that the intuitionistic logic has the weakest demands on tools and resources. A computation is to be finite in time and memory but no limits are stated [50, 45, 46, 47] . And one more obstacle: complexity of the intuitionistic propositional logic is higher than of the classical one [62] .
So it is necessary to choose a constructive logic for the given class of problems and restrictions.
An excellent example is the infon logic (PIL-logic) of Gurevich [20, 9] . Formally this is a linear time decidable fragment of the intuitionistic logic. But it has a valuable system of realizations for problems of information search and security. Here a reduced form of the deduction rule is sufficient:
Intuitionistic and infon logics demand higher order functions for their realizability semantics. Another example is the interfaces logic of Kochurov [27, 30, 28, 29] , as a first order constructive logic. It is restricted by constructing nets of objects or actions. There are the following rules for implication in it:
A theory defines the net of all objects and actions existing in a system. A realization is a subnet from members of premiss to members of conclusion.
There is one more important aspect of constructive logics: The Main Resource [48, 51] .
Essence of the time is its non-invertibility and foundness. We cannot spend nothing because we are spending time. Every process spending time gives necessarily a fatal error (death) in a finite time. Thus every sequence of actions is finite. Because the fatal error can be described algebraically as zero an algebraic characteristic of action space is to be nilpotent: each composition of actions in finite number of steps gives 0. So the logic of noninvertible actions is called nilpotent [52, 44] .
Due to non-invertibility of time each loop which is logically correct will end in the finite number of steps. This is expressed by the rule
Here A is the condition to start a loop (precondition), B is the condition which holds at the beginning of each step of the loop (invariant), C is the postcondition. Disjunction ∨ can be interpreted classically if elementary properties are decidable. Implication is treated constructively as existence of a program. Nilpotent logic is linear time decidable. Rule (3) forces that law of identity A ⇒ A is inacceptable and even false here. Moreover there is a rule of excluded stagnation
Development of nilpotent logic leads to the notion of a proof as a graph with possible branches and loops. A proof by the natural deduction for nilpotent logic allows "vicious circles". The restriction is here that each loop must contain an application of modus ponens
It is interpreted as application of an action in a state where A holds transferring into a state where B holds. Loop containing proofs in a provability logic [58] together with similar proofs in nilpotent logics lead to a methodological assumption.
The abstract property that there are nilpotent steps in a proof (each sequence is finite) then we can use proofs with loops if in each loop there is a nilpotent step.
Nilpotent logic is first-order and the main resource is implicit. Implicit representation of time in the nilpotent logic (and analogous peculiarities of practical time logic) allows us to state a claim. In logic implicit representation is often better than explicit. Another argument for this claim that many logics where resources were introduced explicitly become practically useless.
Girard's linear logic has money as the main resource [14, 17, 18] . Unfortunately even its propositional part is undecidable because it includes all possible connectives but not necessarily needed [33] . Linear and nilpotent logics are mutually inconsistent. A ⇒ A is accepted in linear ones because it is possible not to spend money 5 .
Intermediate case
Some classical theories are really constructive. It suffices that a theory is full and decidable. A stronger form of constructiveness arises if there is an quantifier elimination algorithm. Then each existing object can be named by internal means of the theory and its characteristic property can be computed algorithmically using existence theorem. But usually such theories have very high level of computational complexity. Good examples are here the elementary geometry and the elementary algebraic theory of real numbers [36, 61] .
Thus there is a problem: like Gurevich, to construct simply decidable constructive logics for these theories.
One more case. Category logics are a kind of constructive from our point of view. They give categorical constructs for categorical problems (for example to construct values of dotted arrows, limits and colimits, adjoints).
R. Burstall [8] noted that the category theory is in essence constructive one. Moreover, it gives practical higher order constructs for computer science 6 . Development of category logics reaffirms Burstall's concepts (see Lambek, Bell, Vasyukov [32, 5, 64] )
From classical to non-classical
Now it is possible to give some advices how to use non-classical logics during problem solving. The advices, of course, now are a bit eclectic.
If the goal of our work is to find a program or a composition of actions, it may be very fruitful to transfer to constructive logic (if it is well chosen).
If binary predicates are used only in premises and in a limited way it is possible that we can find an appropriate modal or temporal logic.
If all predicates are unary and some of them occur only in premises then the classical logic maybe can replaced by a more adequate multi-valued. This idea is inspired by using Rosser-Turkette operator J i in the book [22] .
Example 3. Let us consider a partial case how to transfer from classical logic to propositional modal one. Let we can classify variables into two types: worlds and props such that the following holds. There is a single binary predicate and in each its occurrence the first argument is a world and the second is a prop: SAT(w, p). There are several unary predicates and unary functors from props to props. There are no other predicates and functors using or giving props. Some axioms can be transformed to:
Here p is a prop, w is a world, A is arbitrary.
Then semantics of the strong implication can be expressed by a formula (6) ∀p
Here I(p) can be understood as "p is an implication", Pre(p), Con(p) then disassemble it for premiss and conclusion. If there is a such axiom or theorem in our theory it is reasonable to try to transform some other axioms such that they will describe modal connectives and then change a logic.
Notions change
This aspect of formalization is relatively well and adequately described (see say a classical book [31] 
Elimination of disturbing
This aspect of formalization is described excellently in works on applied mathematics and physics. See the classical treatise of lord Kelvin [23] . This action is somewhat Jesuitic called "abstraction" or "distraction". But abstraction assumes lifting of notion level, transfer from concrete real notions to ideal notions or from low-level ideal notions to high level essences. But for example "abstraction from influence of other planets excluding Jupiter" is lowering of model level. Here can be only distraction. In the most expressive form this was formulated by Chebyshov in his famous lecture "Mathematical foundations of clothes cutting": "We accept for simplicity that a human body is a sphere". Distracting is reflected in logical works a bit less narrowly. But here it reveals its pure forms not vestured by euphemisms like "small" or "insignificant". Let consider a simple logical example.
"Prof claims that students using Ipad become more stupid ".
This translation is almost precise but it is not handy for hand construction (say) of a semantic tableaux. Consider now more complex proposition. "Prof claims that students using Ipad become more stupid but student Sherbinin argues". To test this sentence by hand for non-contradiction we can translate its part less precisely but more handy to our particular task:
If we will test the disjunction of parts it is better to omit another part of equivalency: Note that in each case we weakened the premiss thus if we find a solution it remains valid for full translation.
V. Arnold formulated in his excellent lecture [4] the main principle of good formalization: say as few as possible.
When working with a ready formalism it is necessary to keep in mind another warning of Arnold from [4] : if we get a result by a "precise method" it is to be rechecked by another method 8 , because omitted features will often avenge recklessly and surprisingly. Say, optimal decision (by some precise criterion) almost always turns out to be bad or even fatal in reality 9 .
Example 4. Our institute develops a neuron net to give advices to medics. Its first variant was learned by more than hundred thousands real examples and has almost 100 evaluation criteria. After more than 1000 steps of training it gives an excellent for neuron nets result: 98% of correct answers. After analysis it was stated that 98% of doctors' decisions were given mechanically using socalled standards of treatment. Thus the net simply restored these standards (and the admissible number of non-standard decisions prescribed by them is precisely 2%).
Effectiveness
Effectiveness control can be performed before and during formalization. In many cases efficiency is to be the decisive criterion of formalization choice and especially changing. This is an important rule in computer science and would be the same in logics [56, 16] .
Conclusion
This work represents the first part of the plenary lecture on 10th Smirnov Readings. The second one will be published in the next issue of this journal and is devoted to deformalization. Of course when rewritten into English text lost some fine aspects of Russian original and became more dry.
Extended Russian version of these two papers will be published in "Program Systems and Applications" as a single paper.
